Mississippi Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency Update
Mississippi Issues
Electric Utilities Submit Annual Net Metering Reports
Per the Mississippi Renewable Energy Net Metering Rule adopted by the MPSC on December 3, 2015,
each electric utility subject to the rule shall submit a Net Metering Report within 90 days of the end of
each calendar year. The report includes information such as the number of net metering customers, the
type of technology installed and the amount of interconnect generation capacity. The required
information is outlined in the Net Metering Rule.
Entergy Mississippi, Inc. (2016-UN-32) – Entergy Mississippi, Inc. (EMI) serves approximately 447,000
customers in 45 of Mississippi's 82 counties. EMI’s Net Metering and Interconnection Report for
Calendar Year 2017 indicates that twenty-two (22) customers with a total generating capacity of 151.01
kW had executed solar Net Metering Interconnection Agreements in 2017.
At the end of 2017, EMI had sixty-one (61) total distributed generation customers (60 solar and 1 wind),
including distributed renewable generation customers that existed prior to the start of EMI’s Net
Metering Program. Thirty-four (34) customers have executed distributed generation Net Metering
Interconnection Agreements since EMI implemented its Net Metering Program in September 2016.
The 34 Net Metering Interconnected customers have done the following: Represent 333.77 kW in
distributed generation capacity; Delivered 126,104 kWh to the grid; Collected $8,736.96 from EMI for
the energy exported to the grid; Represent 0.0113% of EMI’s Total System Peak Demand of 2,953.27
MW. (EMI may refuse Net Metering Applications if total Net Metering Interconnection capacity exceeds
3.0% of Total System Peak Demand)
The 61 total distributed generation customers at the end of 2017 (0.0136% of EMI’s customer base)
represent 436.87 kW of distributed generation capacity and 0.01479% of EMI’s Total System Peak
Demand.
Mississippi Power Co. (2016-UN-33) – Mississippi Power Company (MPCo) serves approximately
187,732 customers in 23 of Mississippi’s 82 counties. MPCo’s Net Metering Report and Interconnection
Report for Year Ending 2017 indicates that thirty-eight (38) customers with a total generating capacity of
721.12 kW had executed solar Net Metering Interconnection Agreements in 2017.
At the end of 2017, MPCo had 113 total distributed generation customers, including distributed
renewable generation customers that existed prior to the start of MPCo’s Renewable Energy Net
Metering Program. Sixty-seven (67) customers have executed Net Metering Interconnection
Agreements since the implementation of MPCo’s Renewable Energy Net Metering (RENM) Program on
September 8, 2016.
The sixty-seven (67) RENM interconnected customers have done the following: Represent 889.99 kW in
distributed generation capacity; Delivered 261,552 kWh to the grid; Collected $13,760.10 from MPCo for
the energy exported to the grid; Represent 0.057968% of MPCo’s Total System Peak Demand of 1,535
MW. (MPCo may refuse Net Metering Applications if Net Metering Interconnection capacity exceeds
3.0% of Total System Peak Demand)
The 113 total behind-the-meter distributed renewable generation customers at the end of 2017
(0.0601% of MPCo’s customer base) represent 2,842.57 kW of distributed generation capacity and
0.1851% of MPCo’s Total System Peak Demand.

Cooperative Energy [formerly SMEPA] (2011-AD-2) – Cooperative Energy (CE) provides electrical power
for 11 electric distribution cooperatives who in turn serve approximately 427,000 customers in 55 of
Mississippi’s 82 counties. CE’s Net Metering Report and Interconnection Rule Report for 2017 indicate
that seventy-nine (79) customers with a total generating capacity of 1,257.48 kW had executed solar
Distributed Generation Interconnection Agreements in 2017.
At the end of 2017, CE and its member cooperatives had a total of 197 solar distributed generation
interconnection customers (0.046% of CE’s member cooperative’s customer base) with a total
interconnected capacity of 2,284.46 kW. The 197 total interconnected distributed generation customers
(including those prior to 2016) have done the following: Delivered 756,155 kWh to the grid; Collected
$34,027.82 from CE for the energy exported to the grid (the DG renewable rate for 2017 was
$0.045/kwh); Represent 0.103% of CE’s Total System Peak Demand of 2,217.92 MW.
Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA) –TVA provides electrical power to 14 municipal and 14 cooperatively
owned utilities located primarily in the northern half of Mississippi. TVA and its electric distribution
partners are not required to submit an annual Net Metering Report to the MPSC. However, according
to information provided by TVA, eighty (80) customers participate in the Green Power Providers
(GPP)/Small Solar Program with a total interconnected capacity of 3,220 kW. Nineteen (19) renewable
distributed generation projects with a total interconnected capacity of 37,420 kW participate in other
programs such as the Renewable Standard Offer (RSO) and Solar Solutions Initiative (SSI). In total, there
are ninety-nine (99) solar installations in the TVA Mississippi service area with a combined capacity of
40,640 kW. TVA and its electric distribution partners serve over 428,000 residential, commercial and
industrial customers.
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Other issues: Currently, distribution generation net metering customers are compensated for net
excess generation at a rate of “Avoided Cost of Wholesale Power” plus a “Non-Quantifiable Expected
Benefits” adder of 2.5 cents/kWh. The MPSC’s Mississippi Net Metering Rule indicates that no later
than three years from the effective date of the rule (Dec. 3, 2015), the shall cause an independent
consultant to study and provide the Commission with recommendations for calculating a value of Actual
Benefits of Distributed Generation that would be reflected in net metering compensation rates. The
MPSC has yet to act on this requirement. The deadline is Dec. 3, 2018.

MPSC Regular Meeting and Docket Call – April 10
The MPSC met on April 10, 2018, at 10 am in the MPSC Hearing Room (agenda). Items of interest to
energy and consumer stakeholders:
Docket No. 2009-UA-398, Mississippi Power Co. (MPCo): MPCo seeks authority and approval to install
Advanced Metering Infrastructure (AMI), also known as meters with 2-way communications and support
systems that replace manual meter reading, allows for remote service connect and disconnect, instant
outage reporting, etc. Change out is planned over a 2 year period starting on the Coast and working up
towards the Meridian service area. Total investment is $39 million. MPCo will allow customers to optout but customers will be subject to a tariff to cover manual reading costs. The Commissioners
approved the request.
At the request of Commissioner Britton, the Commission agreed to open a docket to conduct an
operations review of MPCo and perform a cost/benefit analysis of MPCo joining a Regional Transmission
Organization (RTO). The docket will also consider establishing a regular schedule for rate cases for each
of the five major investor-owned utilities operating in the state going forward.
Next General Meeting of the MPSC will take place on May 8, 2018, at 10 am in the Woolfolk Building.

Utilities File Tax Rate Adjustment Plans
On January 26, 2018, the MPSC opened Docket No. 2018-AD-12 and Ordered rate regulated utilities in
the state which are subject to federal income tax to file descriptions of how the federal corporate tax
reductions under the Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 would be reflected in customer rates. Utilities were
given until April 15, 2018 to file the estimated amount of annual tax savings and how these savings will
be reflected in rates to benefit customers. Taxes collected from the utilities are passed on to customers
in the base rates and riders. Any reduction in taxes should result in a reduction in customer rates! As an
electric and/or natural gas consumer, make sure the MPSC and MPUS pass the full effect of the federal
tax reductions down to you!!

Notes from the MDEQ/MMA EnHance Workshop
On April 5, annual enHance workshop and awards luncheon was held in Jackson and included
celebrating the program’s tenth anniversary. enHance is a voluntary initiative to recognize
environmental leaders in Mississippi. Participating organizations make a commitment to address and
achieve on-going environmental improvements. During the workshop two case studies of energy use
reduction was examined.
Eaton Corporation formed an inter-departmental team to review facilities and systems (lighting; HVAC;
pumps; motor; office equipment; etc.) and developed a plan for prioritizing and executing actions.
Seventy-three energy reduction opportunities were identified. Without any major capital expenditures,
Eaton was able to reduce energy use by 8% (691,453 kWhr) and save $48,370 annually by: putting all
office printers/copiers in energy save mode; shut down exhaust fans when certain systems not in use;
reprogram HVAC; change to LED in office area. A major lighting retrofit is on the horizon.
Canton Nissan has reduced its annual peak demand by 6,777 kW which has resulted in over $240,000 in
annual savings through lower energy demand charges plus reduced energy use. Projects include:
change air handler motors to variable speed drives; change filter types in air handling units; changed

2,300 lights to LED; digital optimization of rooftop cooling units; updated chiller plant controls; replaced
two chillers with single heat exchanger fed by variable rate drive. Canton Nissan has achieved DOE
Superior Energy Performance rating and is an EPA Energy Star manufacturer for 12 straight years.

Cooper Tire and Rubber Company Saving Dollars and Energy
The Cooper Tire facility in Tupelo, MS has high pressure steam lines that serve press lines in the tire
manufacturing process and these lines were uninsulated and experienced a large amount of heat loss
during the process. Due to the positioning of the piping, the insulation needed to be custom made and
fitted in order to properly fit and seal the steam pipes underneath the pressing lines. The Atmos Energy
SmartChoice Program measured the lines at approximately 3,600 feet of linear pipe, 1,120 elbow
fittings, and multiple other types of fittings and valves.
Insulating these pipes will have multiple benefits including: protecting personnel by reducing the surface
temperature, controlling and stabilizing process temperatures, and reducing the boiler consumption by
maintaining steam temperature throughout the system. The black iron pipes have a surface
temperature of 402 degrees, and by insulating these pipes the surface temperature is lowered to
approximately 80-100 degrees.
It’s estimated the new insulation will save 196,000 CCF/year of natural gas and Cooper Tire received an
energy efficiency incentive from the Atmos Energy SmartChoice Program of $60,768 toward the
installation of this project. This project has a 0.3-year payback and an Internal Rate of Return of
291%. Due to the extremely quick payback of this project, Cooper Tire is looking to insulate more steam
press lines and also has added new lines to their facility partially as a result of this project.

Electric Utilities to Submit Annual Energy Efficiency Reports
Per the MPSC Conservation and Energy Efficiency Programs Rule 29, all regulated electric and natural
gas utilities must file an Annual Report outlining the performance of all energy efficiency programs by
May 1st of each year. We will be reviewing the Annual Reports in May and will provide you a summary
of program demand savings, energy savings, incentives paid and admin costs in the next Update.

Who are the Faces of Energy Efficiency in Mississippi?
More than 8,000 people work in Mississippi’s growing energy-efficiency sector. Energy efficiency jobs
are woven throughout Mississippi’s economy, from manufacturing to professional services to
engineering and include a range of professions. Mississippi’s energy efficiency workforce matters. Who
these professionals? E4 the Future has developed a Faces of Energy Efficiency in Mississippi fact sheet.
See some of the people in Mississippi who are passionate about what they do.

MDEQ VW Trust Funds Public Meetings
The Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality (MDEQ) held three meetings to garner input from
the public on the state’s proposed mitigation plan that will spend funds allocated to the state from the
Volkswagen Diesel Settlement. MDEQ will administer $9,874,414 from the national Mitigation Trust
Fund to implement air emissions reduction projects. Under the Mitigation Plan, governmental and nongovernmental entities can see reimbursement for replacement or repower of existing diesel equipment
or for installation of electric vehicle charging equipment. MDEQ is taking public comments through May
18. Learn more at https://www.mdeq.ms.gov/air/vw-mitigation-trust/.

Regional Issues
Net Metering in the Region: Threats and Opportunities
Earlier in this Update, a chart illustrated the growth of renewable distributed generation in Mississippi
through net metering. Other states in the Southeast have also been grappling with the issue of net
metering and how solar-owning customers should be compensated for their net excess generation. A
summary of actions is below:

Arkansas: The Arkansas PSC is considering possible changes to Arkansas’s net metering policy. Under
current rules, net metering customers may generate their own power and receive a 1:1 retail credit for
any unused power netted over a monthly billing period.
Arkansas utilities recently filed their annual net metering at the APSC. Analysis of the annual reports
finds 988 net metering systems as of December 31, 2017. That is a 355-net increase over the end-of2016 number of 633 systems, or a 56% increase over the past year.

Kentucky: Kentucky’s net metering program was the target of some state legislators and the utilities
who see the program as providing excessive compensation to net metering customers. Net metering
supporters said the bill would harm the growing solar power sector. HB 227 was amended several times
to gain support, but failed to win the approval of a majority of members and died with the end of the
legislative session.

South Carolina: The state passed a 2014 solar bill designed to jump-start the industry. While solar
growth has been steady, that bill also put a participation cap for customers up to 2% of a utility’s fiveyear avergae retail peak demand. Since the 2014 law passed, about 3,000 solar jobs have been added
and 4,000 homeowners have signed up for net metering in South Carolina. On the heels of public and
government distrust of utilities over the failed V.C. Summer nuclear project, solar supporters have
sought to remove the 2% participation cap via and keep the sector growing.
However, in a surprising move the S.C. House recently killed a solar bill that would have removed the
participation cap and keep solar growing just days after previously voting to approve the bill. Bill
supporters claim the utilities put extreme pressure on legislators who caved and got the bill killed.

Backers say the bill would have helped people save money and give customers more freedom in
choosing energy sources. SCE&G residential customers pay the country’s highest monthly power bills.

North Carolina: North Carolina customers of Duke Energy can start signing up this summer for rebates
that help pay for installation of solar energy panels after regulators approved the $62 million program.
Residential customers will be eligible for a rebate of 60 cents per watt for systems of 10 kilowatts or
smaller. Duke expects the incentives to triple the state's rooftop solar market over the next five years.
North Carolina is #2 in the nation in installed solar capacity.

Is Your Business Energy Resilient?
Resiliency can be a critical indicator of any business’s health and performance. Resilient can be defined
as the ability of a business to withstand “high-consequence, low-probability” events and to regain
normal operational activity after such events occur. Such a business could be a supermarket, a
manufacturing facility, or even a farming or forestry operation. ACEEE’s new report, Valuing Resilient
Distributed Energy Resources: Combined Heat and Power and the Modern Grid, helps business owners
assess the costs of disruptive events (like extreme weather) and the value of resilient distributed energy
systems.

New Lighting is a Smart Investment
Common LED bulbs can be purchased today for $2 or less per bulb, but that is just the upfront cost.
More important to consider is avoiding the hidden cost of operation due to excess electricity use. When
lifespan of the product and purchase price are factored in, the total cost of ownership for the most
standard incandescent light bulb is $99 and $18 for the common LED. The lighting options American
households have today will save them $50-100 on average per year compared to using all traditional
incandescent light bulbs. With an average of 50 light bulbs per American household Americans have the
potential to save $6 billion annually in energy costs.
Common Bulb Technologies with Annual Electricity Cost from EnergyStar.gov

While energy efficient alternatives to incandescent light bulbs have been available for a long time, they
have not taken hold in certain parts of the country – especially in the mid-South.

2015-2016 LED Bulb Sales as a Percentage of Other Technologies Sold by Census Region and Division

The majority of light bulb sales in the mid-South are still the least efficient (incandescent and halogen)
bulbs on the market. Whay is this? Part of the reason is that many consumers still do not know the
benefits of LED bulbs. Also, smaller independent, grocery, and discount stores serving rural and lowerincome communities are less likely to stock and promote a range of LEDs. There is still a lot of
opportunity for consumer education and that could encourage stores to stock more options.

Southern Company Outines Plan for Low Carbon Future
Southern Company (SoCo) has released its Planning for a Low Carbon Future. The report is SoCo’s
response to a shareholder’s request and addresses the four core elements identified by the Task Force
on Climate-Related Financial Disclosure: metrics and targets, strategy, risk management, and
governance. In the report, SoCo sets a greenhouse gas reduction goal of 50% by 2030 with a goal of low
to no greenhouse gas emissions by 2050. SoCo has reduced carbon emissions by 36 percent as
compared to 2007 levels.

Clean Line Project Terminated in Arkansas
The effort to build a proposed high-voltage transmission line that would have delivered wind-generated
power from Oklahoma to Tennessee and other states in the Southeast has pretty much come to an end.
The DOE ended its partnership with Clean Line and the project faced oppositions from land owners,
state officials, and the state’s congressional delegation. In addition, TVA would not commit to
purchasing power supplied by the line.

Virginia Dual Actions Opens Market for Renewable Energy Choice
The Virginia State Corporation Commission approved a request (pdf) to let companies aggregate
electricity use from multiple locations to meet a 5-megawatt threshold that lets it shop for alternate
suppliers. The ruling lowers a barrier for businesses that want to bypass the state’s major utilities to buy
power. The decision has sparked interest among business customers with multiple sites, including
Walmart.

In more news, the Virginia Supreme Court issued a decision to protect the right of companies in the
state to purchase 100 percent renewable energy from non-utility power providers. In addition,
companies will not have to provide utilities a 5 year notice of its intention to return to regular utility
service. Both decisions were panned and opposed by the major utilities in Virginia.

More Biomass-Based Power Coming to Georgia
Georgia Renewable Power is building two biomass plants in Carnesville, GA, and Colbert, GA, that are
expected to be operational by mid-2019. The facilities will each have 66 megawatts of capacity and will
use 500,000 tons annually, mainly construction and demolition wood, forest residuals and railroad ties.
Georgia Power Co. will buy the output. Georgia Renewable Power also has a biomass plant in North
Carolina that burns poultry litter and is considering using litter in the Georgia facilities as well.

Illinois Approves Path to 25% Renewable Energy by 2025
The Illinois Commerce Commission finalized the state’s Long-Term Renewable Resources Procurement
Plan, that clean energy advocates say will boost installation and access to renewables in the state. It
also officially places Illinois in the upper echelons of state renewable energy procurement targets. The
Illinois Power Agency, the state's energy procurer, detailed a plan to acquire 25 percent of Illinois'
energy from renewable sources by 2025.

National Issues
EPA Announces Revision of Vehicle Emission and Efficiency Standards
The EPA has completed its 2nd review of the Midterm Evaluation of light vehicle greenhouse gas (GHG)
standards for model years 2022-2025 and this time determined that the current standards are not
appropriate and should be revised. EPA and the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA)
will jointly develop a notice and rulemaking process to set more appropriate GHG emissions standards
and Corporate Average Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards. The prior administration rushed out a final
Midterm Evaluation determination just days before leaving office, thus spurring automakers and other
stakeholders to reopen the evaluation. See the EPA press release and Federal Register Notice.

Gasoline Prices Hit 3-Year High as Biofuel Faces New Obstacles from EPA
The price of a gallon of gas reached a three-year high and is poised to climb even higher over the next
few months, thanks to rising oil prices and seasonal trends. This comes at a time the EPA is proposing to
revise, and possibly roll back, vehicle efficiency standards. The EPA has also been exempting small
refineries from their Renewable Fuel Standard blending obligations for 2016 and 2017 have effectively
lowered the volumetric obligations by at least 1.6 billion gallons. On top of that, EPA has been slowwalking efforts to allow year-round sales of E15. And recent events in the Middle East threated to push
oil prices up as well. We have also seen significant growth in the global demand for refined petroleum
products. The last time demand was this robust was the five year period before the 2008 Global
Recession and often referred to as the ‘golden age’ of refining. There are now over 1,000 drilling rigs in
operation in the U.S. bringing record amounts of oil and natural gas to market. Electric vehicles make up
0.5% of the global vehicle fleet, so don’t count on their impact to help drive down petroleum demand in
the near future. So hang on to your wallet….

House Farm Bill Introduced; Stakeholders Urge Robust Funding for REAP
On April 12, the U.S. House Agriculture Committee Chairman introduced the Agriculture and Nutrition
Act of 2018 (H.R. 2). The draft bill spans nearly 650 pages and includes a wide variety of provisions
related to farm policy, nutrition, trade, conservation, crop insurance, regulatory reform, rural
development, animal health and other topics. The bill eliminates the Energy Title. Many of the existing
bioenergy-related programs were reauthorized under the Rural Development Title, but provides them
with only discretionary funding. On April 18, the House Agriculture Committee passed the House Farm
Bill (H.R. 2) out of committee along party lines, in a 26 to 20 vote. The Senate Agriculture Committee
anticipates marking up their proposed Farm Bill in May.
More than 80 agricultural, clean energy, rural advocacy and conservation groups – including 25x25 –
have signed off on a letter to the leadership of the congressional agriculture committees asking them to
retain and provide mandatory funding for the Rural Energy for America Program (REAP) in the upcoming
farm bill. The program helps farmers to save on energy bills and even become energy producers, all
while creating jobs in manufacturing and installing renewable energy and energy efficient systems. On
April 4, EESI and the Agriculture-Energy Coalition held a briefing on the Farm Bill's Energy Title. Check it
out!

2017 U.S. Average Electricity Retail Prices
The US Chamber of Commerce has released is latest map of annual U.S. electricity prices using the most
recent full year of data available from the U.S. Energy Information Administration. Fuel mix and energy
policies can cause stark differences in prices from state to state. The average retail price of electricity in
Mississippi was 9.19 cents per kilowatt hour. The national average was 10.54 cents per kilowatt hour.
Click here for a printable version of the map. And see the maps from previous years: 2013, 2014, 2015,
and 2016.

Cents per kilowatt hour
Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration; Electric Power Monthly: February 2018

Electricity Sales Take a Dive in 2017
U.S. retail electricity sales fell by 80 billion kilowatt-hours (kWh) in 2017, the largest drop since the
economic recession in 2009. The 2% decrease in 2017 reflects lower retail sales in the residential,
commercial, and industrial sectors and is largely attributable to milder weather while energy efficiency,

economics and prices may have some effect. Total electricity retail sales in 2017 were 3,682 billion kWh,
nearly identical to the levels seen more than a decade before, in 2006.

Source: U.S. Energy Information Administration

Biobased Economy Growing at Rapid Pace
Bio-based products, including as bioplastics, textiles, biochemicals, biofuels and much more, are
undergoing rapid growth. Consumer demand, global and regional policy and legislation, and market
forces mean that the development of the bioeconomy is now happening at a rapid pace. Ensuring that
this growth is truly sustainable is key to the long-term success of the bioeconomy.

Farmer’s Guide to Going Solar
This resource discusses the circumstances and questions a land owner may encounter when
incorporating solar into a farm or agricultural business. This online guide discusses the impacts and
benefits of co-locating solar and crops, and it addresses questions about the impact of solar modules on
the ground, vegetation, wildlife, and more. This guide will help agricultural land users make more
informed decisions and determine what’s best for their farm. Learn more.

Solar Marketplace Intel Report Show Solar Prices Continue to Fall
EnergySage’s latest Solar Marketplace Intel Report looks at what drives sales of solar products and other
key data that highlights what services today’s solar shopper are seeking. Among the key findings:
Equipment quality, not lowest price, drives buying decisions; Three in four solar shoppers are also
considering energy storage; Cost of solar continues to fall with the lowest prices seen to date. By the
end of 2017, the national average installation cost had fallen to $3.13 per watt. However, in several
southern states, average costs were below $3.00 per watt and as low as $2.00 per watt in specific areas.

ACEEE Introduces New Energy Savings Toolkits
Buildings consume 40% of U.S. energy production. ACEEE has developed two new toolkits to help
municipal and commercial building owners seek and achieve greater energy savings. The Toolkit
on Local Government Strategies for Achieving Energy Savings in Buildings provides a brief overview of
leading, high-impact strategies for achieving city-level energy savings in buildings. The Toolkit on
Intelligent Efficiency in Commercial and Industrial Buildings examines applications in the commercial and
industrial sectors such as building automation systems, production management systems and policy
considerations.

New Clean Energy Technology Tracker Website Launched
The NRDC has launched a new website to track the development and growth of wind and solar power,
LED light bulbs, and electric vehicles. The website “Revolution Now” features interactive graphs and the

latest statistics on deployment and cost declines for the four technologies. The website replaces a
similarly named report recently discontinued by the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE).

EPA: Biomass from Managed Forests is Carbon Neutral
EPA has announced that in future regulatory actions biomass from managed forests will be treated as
carbon neutral when used for energy production at stationary sources. A policy statement released by
the EPA confirms that biomass from managed forests can provide numerous environmental, energy and
economic benefits. Our take on this matter can be found in our latest blog.

